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Abstract: In this paper we made a theoretical study on the transfer of the shock wave generated by the 
detonation of an explosive charge in to the water and we established a procedure which in necessary in 
order to evaluate the effects produced on underwater objects and ships hulls. 
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Fundamentals 
When an explosive charge is detonated, the 
shock wave is moving in the environment (water) 
and, at one moment, will be in the same position 
with the external environment interface.  
When the explosive charge of a mine is 
detonating, two phenomenon appears: the shock 
wave, which is induced in mine body and the 
shock wave propagation. The shock wave 
propagation through surrounding environmental is 
usually modeled without take in to consideration 
the body of mine. According with this model, the 
process could be divided in two stages: 

- The interaction between the mine 
body and environment (water); 

- Transmission of produced shock 
wave in to the water. 

Environment (water)

Mine wall (metal)

Explosive charge

Detonation products

Front of detonation wave  
Figure 1. The shock wave transmission in to 
surrounding environment 
 

The analysis of interaction between 
detonation, mine body and environment 
In order to perform this analysis we made de 
following assumptions: 

- pressures and speeds of the 
environments which are exposed to the shock 
wave action are very high and thus it is possible 
to consider non-viscous fluids form; 

- detonation wave front will attack 
frontal the marine mine wall, which is considered 
plan; 

- detonation wave front is considered 
plan and will induce planed shock waves;  
Shock states calculation will be performed for the 
first phase of the transmission process. The 
phenomenon will not be evaluated for high 
durations, due to the complexity of relaxations and 
intersection between different bundles of 
relaxation waves. This difficulty is based on 
ignorance of the properties of materials at very 
high pressures. 
The detonation of explosive charge 
The detonation wave is initiated as a result of a 
shock wave which is produced by a shock 
generator (detonator). Detonation wave is 
travelling through the explosive with speed D and 
has a plane form. Behind the front are the 
detonation products, which have the following 

characteristics: pressure CJp and material 

speed CJu . 
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Figure 2. Interaction between explosive 
detonation/ marine mine wall/environment (water) 
 
Immediately, the detonation products are 
expanded. The pressure variation in time could be 
represented as in figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3 Pressure variation in time 
 
Generating shock in the marine mine wall 
Once the detonation wave front reaches the 
interface between explosive and marine mine 
wall, a new equilibrium it established. Using a 
graphic method to evaluate the equilibrium states, 
we have the possibility to compute the parameters 
of induced shock in plaque and for reflected wave 
which could be a shock wave or an expanded 
wave. 
The reflected wave type is determined by position 
of C-J point related with intersection point 
between shock polar curve for material of the 
plaque (marine mine wall) and the detonation 
products isentropic curve, as it is shown in figure 
4. 
 

 
Figure 4 Determining the shock characteristics 
 
In case 1, where parameters for detonation 
products are ( )1;

1 JCJC up −− , the reflected wave is an 
expanded wave. In case 2, where parameters for 

detonation products are ( )
22

; JCJC up −− , the reflected 
wave is a shock wave. In both situations the 
parameters for metallic plaque will be ( )11;up  and 
shock wave speed is 01MD . 

 
 
 
Figure 5 Equilibrium states at an explosive charge 
detonation in contact with metallic wall of marine 
mine and environment (water)  
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Figure 6 Graphic representations of expanded 
waves and shock waves  
 
In case 1, the induced shock in metallic plaque is 

described by ( )11;up , which are determined by 
graphic method (the interaction between direct 

shock polar curve, with parameters 0=β , 00 =u  
and the detonation products isentropic curve ). 

The shock wave speed (shock wave 
induced in metallic plaque when the detonation 
occurs) is described by: 

101
uSCD MMM +=

.   (1) 

A shock wave with ( )11;up  parameters is 
reflected in the detonation products and we could 
write: 

)( 111 CJEEE uuSCD
CJ

−+=
.  (2) 

Shock transmission mechanism from marine 
mine wall to water 

pVN

0 t

pCJ
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When the shock wave front is reaching the 
interface between metallic plague (marine mine 
wall) and water, a new equilibrium state will be 
established.  
The new equilibrium state (2) is obtained at the 
intersection of shock polar curve of water, which is 
passing from state 0 and the symmetric polar 
curve of metallic plaque, which is passing from 
state 1, as you can see on figure 5. 

Equilibrium state 2 is described by 
( )

ApAp
up 22 ;

 
parameters and induce a shock wave in water and 
some expanded waves in metallic plaque. 
For example, in figure 7 we drew the detonation 
products isentropic curve and shock polar curve 
for water and metallic plaque (marine mine wall), 
when a TNT detonation occurs. After TNT 
detonation a shock wave in generated and this 
shock wave is transmitted to marine mine wall. 
Equilibrium is realized in state 1 and the induced 

shock in marine mine wall is described by ( )11;up . 
When shock wave is passing from marine mine 
wall to water, the equilibrium state 2 will be done. 

Equilibrium state 2 is described by ( )22 ;up . The 
equilibrium states parameters are written in Table 
no.1. 
 
Table no. 1 Pressure and speed values at the 
interface between marine mine wall - water 

No. 
Material of 
marine mine 
wall 

Equilibrium 
state 1 1 

Equilibrium 
state 2 2 

p1 u1 p2 u2 

1 STEEL 330 700 55 1400 
2 ALUMINUM 240 1250 100 2000 
3 PERSPEX 145 2100 125 2250 
 
When the marine mine wall is made with STEEL 
and ALUMINUM, the equilibrium state 1 pressure 
will be p1ST = 330, respectively p1AL = 240 kbar, 
and in the explosive charge a shock wave will be 
reflected, because p1 > pCJ (pCJ = 155 kbar). 
When the marine mine wall is made with 
PERSPEX, the equilibrium state 1 pressure will be 
p1PER = 145 kbar and in the explosive charge an 
expanded wave will be reflected, because p1 < 
pCJ.  
If the marine mine wall is made by STEEL or 
ALUMINUM, the equilibrium state 2 will be 
described by p2ST = 55 kbar , respectively p2AL = 
100 kbar, and in the marine mine wall will be 
reflected some expanded waves. 

If the marine mine wall is made by PERSPEX, the 
equilibrium state 2 pressure will be p2PER = 125 
kbar, and in the marine mine wall will be reflected 
some expanded waves. We could observe that 
the transmitted shock in to the water in more 
damped, as the material on marine mine wall in 
less compressible compared to water. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7 Shock parameters for TNT – marine 
mine wall ensemble 
 
In addition, after the reflection of expanded wave, 
the marine mine wall is less accelerated. So, the 
water brakes the movement of marine mine wall, 
and pressure in shock wave front will decreased. 
When the marine mine wall is made with 
PERSPEX, the pressure and speed values for the 
two equilibrium states are quietly similarly, and the 
shock wave is not damped by water, because the 
shock properties for PERSPEX and water are 
almost the same. 
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